
 

CUSTOMER STORY 

Dell Extends their Microsoft Office 365 offer 

worldwide 
Solution Sheets and Battlecards in multiple languages aid sales teams. 

Understanding their needs: 

Dell, a leading, global, end-to-end computing solutions company, was one of the first companies to offer Microsoft Office 

365, launching the solution with great success. Looking to expand their offering internationally, Dell reached out to EMM 

to create Solution Sheets and Sales Battlecards in a variety of languages, including French, German, UK English, 

Japanese, and Portuguese.  

 

How we helped: 

Dell has been working with EMM since launching Microsoft Office 365 several years ago. EMM created the initial launch 

tools, including sales, training, and internal launch materials, along with a web tool with step-by-step instructions on how 

to activate Office 365 accounts. With the growth of Microsoft Office 365, EMM and Dell have continued their working 

relationship, revising materials to incorporate additional services and new features.  

 

 

Dell 

Solution Overview  

  Products and Services  

  Solution Sheet and Battlecard 

  Industry 
  Information Technology & Services 

  Organization Size 
  10,001+ Employees 

  Country  
  Worldwide 

  Language  

   English  

http://www.extramilemarketing.com/
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Did you know? 

 

“The top challenge among B2B Sales Reps is not having the right resources they can 

reference and provide to customers during interactions.”  

How we helped (continued): 

Dell extended their Microsoft Office 365 offerings internationally and quickly realized the need for localized sales 

materials. Once again, they engaged EMM, this time to create Solution Sheets and Battlecards in a variety of 

languages, so their sales teams had the material they needed to be successful. EMM created localized Solution 

Sheets and Battlecards in French, German, UK English, Japanese, and Portuguese. 

 

In addition to creating the new sales materials, EMM provided the Solution Sheets and Battlecards in an easily editable 

format, so changes could be made as needed and promotional offerings could be added on the fly.  
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